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The Forest Inventory and Analysis (FIA) program of the USDA Forest Service reports data and
information about the Nation’s forest resources. Increasingly, users request that FIA data and
information be reported and distributed in a geospatial context, and they request access to exact plot
locations for their own analyses. However, the FIA program is constrained by law from disclosing exact
locations and, instead, releases only approximate locations. The results of the study indicate that the
effects of using approximate locations are negligible for design-based estimates for circular areas of
radii greater than approximately 20 mi (32 km). For model-based estimates, the results are less
definitive and depend on the modeling technique, the spatial resolution of units on which variables are
observed, spatial correlation in the variables, and the quality of fit of the model to the data. Several
methods for circumventing the effects of the approximate locations are discussed.
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T

he Forest Inventory and Analysis
(FIA) program of the USDA Forest Service conducts comprehensive forest inventories of the United States
to estimate the area of forestland; the volume, growth, and removal of forest resources; and the health and condition of
the resources. The program’s sampling design has an intensity of one plot per approximately 6,000 ac (2,400 ha) and is assumed to produce a random, equal
probability sample.
Traditionally, the FIA program has reported estimates of forest attributes for states
and counties. Increasingly, however, users
request plot data for estimation for their
own areas of interest (AOI). If the users’ requests include exact plot locations, then precautions must be observed to assure compli-

ance with the public law1 that prohibits
disclosure of proprietary information. This
law further provides a legal basis for protecting information that would otherwise be
available under the Freedom of Information
Act of 1966. Disclosure violations could result in criminal penalties including fines of
up to $250,000, imprisonment of up to 5
years, or both.
The FIA program has additional concerns related to disclosing plot locations.

First, knowledge of exact locations may entice users to visit the plots to obtain additional information, thus artificially disturbing the location by damaging trees,
trampling vegetation, compacting soils, or
vandalism, all of which contribute to sampling bias. Second, large proportions of plots
are located on privately owned lands. The
success of the FIA program depends on repeated access to these plots, which is possible
only via the voluntary permission of landowners. User visits to plot locations may
jeopardize this access. Therefore, to protect
proprietary information, preserve the ecological integrity of sampling locations, gain
repeated access to plot locations, and retain
its credibility as a neutral provider of unbiased forest resource information, the FIA
program has established a policy of not disclosing the owners or exact locations of
plots.
To comply with the policy, FIA plot
locations on private lands made available to
the public are perturbed,2 the locations of
some plots are swapped with those of similar
plots, and private ownership information is
masked. All plot locations are perturbed
within circular areas of radii of 1.0 mi (1.6

1

The 2000 Interior and Related Agencies Appropriations Act (H.R.3423), which applies to information
collected pursuant to Section 3(e) of the Forest and
Rangelands Renewable Resources Research Act of 1978
(16 U.S.C. 1642(e)), included the FIA program in Section 1770 of the Food Security Act of 1985 (7 U.S.C.
2276).

2

The term “fuzzed” occasionally is used to describe the
result of perturbing plot locations. The term “perturbed” is used for this discussion because it is more
correct, both grammatically and mathematically.
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km) centered at the exact locations, although the radii for most perturbations are
less than 0.5 mi (0.8 km). Swapping consists
of exchanging the locations for a small proportion of close proximity, ecologically similar, privately owned plots. Similarity criteria
vary regionally but often include forest type
group, stand size, and geographic proximity.
Except in unusual situations, perturbing/
swapping occurs only within counties so
that the county statistics based on exact and
perturbed/swapped locations are identical.
In addition, precautions are taken to assure
that perturbed plot locations are not in inappropriate locations such as large bodies of
water. Finally, if a data request does not include at least three unique owners in each
ownership category represented, then the
ownership categories are collapsed into a
more generic category. Although perturbing/swapping still retains the general characteristics of exact plot locations, the FIA program recognizes that perturbing/swapping
may have negative effects for some analyses.
Therefore, the program has initiated investigations to estimate the effects of perturbing/swapping and to develop methods for
circumventing unacceptable effects while
still complying with the policy.

Framework for Investigations
Historically, estimation using FIA plot
data has been design based, although modelbased applications are becoming more extensive. The properties of design-based estimators derive from the sampling designs
used to obtain the data. Design-based estimates often are based on plot-based means
and variances of means for AOIs; e.g., a design-based estimate of total forestland for a
county (or parish) may be obtained as the
product of total county or parish area and
the mean proportion forest area observed on
FIA plots in the county. For design-based
estimates, the primary effect of perturbing/
swapping is that the set of plots determined
to be in an AOI on the basis of perturbed/
swapped plot locations will exclude some
plots that are in the AOI and include some
that are outside the AOI. The negative effects of perturbing/swapping decrease as the
sizes of the circular AOIs increase and as the
geographic distance and strength of spatial
correlation among observations increases.
Spatial correlation describes the relationship
between observations of forest attributes in
terms of the geographic distance between
observations. Observations that are closer
together will be more highly correlated,
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whereas observations that are greater distances apart will have smaller correlations. In
addition, observations of some attributes
such as proportion forest area are more
highly correlated at the same distance than
are observations of other attributes such as
volume per unit area.
The properties of model-based estimators derive primarily from the mathematical
forms of the model and the unexplained residual variability around model predictions.
Model-based estimation typically entails
formulating mathematical models of the relationships between the observations of the
dependent variable and independent variables, predicting the value of the dependent
variable for each sampling unit in the AOI,
and calculating the mean of predictions over
all sampling units in the AOI. Model-based
estimation may be based on prediction approaches such as regression, kriging, and
nearest neighbor techniques. For example, a
regression model of the relationship between
observations of proportion forest area from
FIA plots as the dependent variable and the
values of spectral bands of satellite imagery
as independent variables may be used to predict the proportion forest area for every pixel
in a county or parish. A model-based estimate of total forest area for the county then
may be obtained as the product of the total
county area and the mean model prediction
of proportion forest area over all pixels with
centers in the county.
When the dependent and independent
variables are observed at the same geographic location and the coordinates themselves are not independent variables, then
the model of the relationship between them
is unaffected by perturbing/swapping. For
many analyses, however, the dependent and
independent variables are not observed coincidentally. As in the foregoing example,
the dependent variable may be proportion
forest area observed on FIA plots, and the
independent variable may be values of spectral bands of satellite imagery for the pixels
associated with perturbed plot locations
rather than the exact locations.
The effects of associating the incorrect
spectral values of the imagery with the proportion forest area observations may introduce bias into the model estimate of the relationship and may cause bias and decreased
precision in model predictions. For these situations in which the independent and dependent variables are not observed at the
same geographic location, the effects of perturbing/swapping on model-based estimates

decrease as the size of the sampling unit increases because it is less likely that an incorrect value of the independent variable will be
associated with the observation of the forest
attribute. In addition, as distance at which
observations of both the dependent and the
independent variables are highly correlated
increases, the effects of perturbing/swapping
decrease because even though incorrect values of the independent variable are associated with the dependent variable, the incorrect value is more similar to the correct
value. However, unlike the case of designbased estimation, the negative effects of perturbing/swapping do not necessarily decrease as the sizes of AOIs increase.

The Effects of
Perturbing/Swapping on
Design-Based Estimates
The purpose of swapping plot locations
is to create uncertainty in plot ownership.
Although the national maximum proportion of plots that requires swapping is 0.10,
the actual proportion may be less depending
on local conditions. For example, in regions
in which landownership is fragmented into
small parcels, the ownership of land containing perturbed plot locations are often different than land containing the exact plot location. Thus, when a side effect of perturbing
plot locations is uncertainty in ownership,
the proportion of plot locations requiring
swapping may be smaller.
Because the proportion of plot locations that are swapped and the proportion
that are perturbed more than 0.5 mi (0.8
km) are small, the effects of perturbing/
swapping will be dominated by the component of the effects associated with plots
whose locations are perturbed 0.5 mi (0.8
km) or less. For a circular AOI (Figure 1),
the expected correlation  between designbased estimates using exact and perturbed
plot locations may be expressed in terms of
four quantities: (1) the radius R of the AOI
(region A ⫹ region B), (2) the number of
plots with exact locations in region B whose
perturbed locations place them in region C,
(3) the number of plots with exact locations
in region C whose perturbed locations place
them in region B; and (4) the spatial correlation of the attribute of interest.
An extreme case scenario resulting in
the minimum correlation between estimates
based on exact and perturbed plot locations
occurs when all plots with exact locations in
region B are replaced by plots with exact lo-

Figure 1. Circular AOI.

cations in region C and when the estimates
for these two sets of plots are uncorrelated.
Under this scenario and assuming a maximum perturbing distance of 0.5 mi (0.8
km), the expected correlation between
means estimated using data from exact and
perturbed locations may be expressed as
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A graph of  versus R (Figure 2) indicates that for circular AOIs of radius R ⬎ 10
mi (16 km), the extreme case correlation between estimates based on exact and perturbed locations will be  ⬎ 0.90 and for
R ⬎ 20 mi (32 km), the extreme case correlation will be  ⬎ 0.95.
Empirical studies of the effects of perturbing/swapping have focused on comparisons of design-based means using exact and
perturbed/swapped plot locations. Lister et
al. (2005) compared estimates of mean
board foot volume using exact locations and
locations that had been perturbed/swapped
using procedures that mimic the current
procedures as previously described. In
Maine, for circular AOIs of radii 3.1 mi (5
km), 6.2 mi (10 km), and 12.5 mi (20 km),
they found correlations of 0.78, 0.89, and
0.95, respectively (Figure 2), between estimates of mean board foot volume based on
exact and perturbed/swapped locations.
Guldin et al. (in press) selected a location in
Virginia and calculated estimates of forestland and timberland, number of live and

growing stock trees, and volumes per unit
area for circular AOIs of radii 50 mi (80
km), 75 mi (120 km), 100 mi (160 km), 125
mi (200 km), and 150 mi (240 km). Differences in estimates obtained using exact and
perturbed/swapped plot locations were always less than 1% and usually were less than
0.5% for all attributes and for AOIs of all
radii. These results would be expected, because the radii of all AOIs were greater than
the extreme case 20-mi (32-km) radius beyond which correlations are nearly 1.
For this study, 20 circular study areas of
radius 18.7 mi (30 km) were selected, 10 in
heavily forested areas in Minnesota, Pennsylvania, and Maine, and 10 in more fragmented, sparsely forested areas in the same
states. Within each study area, estimates of
mean proportion forest area and mean volume per unit area were calculated for circular AOIs centered at the center of the study
area and with radii of 3.1 mi (5 km), 6.2 mi
(10 km), 12.5 mi (20 km), and 18.7 mi (30
km). Correlations between estimates using
data based on exact and perturbed/swapped
locations were all greater than 0.90 (Figure
2). The correlations were greater for proportion forest area than for volume per unit area
because the distance at which observations
of proportion forest area are highly correlated is greater than the distance for volume
per unit area.
Figure 2 summarizes the extreme case
scenario and the empirical studies and confirms expectations regarding correlations between estimates obtained using exact and
perturbed/swapped plot locations. First, the
correlations obtained from the empirical
studies are always greater for the same radius
of the circular AOI than for the extreme case
scenario, which represents the minimum
correlation that should be expected. Second,
correlations are greater for the same radius
for proportion forest area than for the volume variables because the distance at which
observations of the proportion forest area are
highly correlated is greater than the distance
for the volume variables. Third, the 20- and
30-mi radii for which correlations should be
expected to be greater than  ⬎ 0.90 or  ⬎
0.95, respectively, are smaller than those
used for most applications, suggesting that
the negative effects of perturbing/swapping
plot locations may be minimal for those applications.
In summary, the design-based investigations indicate that in the extreme case the
effects of perturbing/swapping are negligible
for circular AOIs of radii greater than ap-

proximately 20 mi (32 km), a conclusion
confirmed by the three empirical studies.
The primary factors are the size of the AOI
and the distance at which observations of the
variable of interest are highly correlated.
These results are expected to hold for AOIs
of regular polygonal shapes, although long,
narrow AOIs and irregularly shaped AOIs
may require special consideration.

The Effects of
Perturbing/Swapping on
Model-Based Estimates
Coulston et al. (in press) report a study
based on 12,730 plots in Minnesota that
simulated the effects of perturbing/swapping on the accuracy of predictions for an
arbitrary, simulated dependent variable.
Two approaches to prediction were considered: ordinary kriging and multiple linear
regression using arbitrary, simulated independent variables. They concluded that perturbed/swapped plot locations did not contribute to bias in estimates based on kriging.
However, for the regression approach perturbed/swapped plot locations contributed
to bias in the selection of statistically significant independent variables and in model
predictions. These negative effects were
most pronounced when the independent
variables were derived from data with fine
spatial resolution (e.g., 30 m) and when the
quality of fit of the model to the data was
greater. In addition, the negative effects were
worse when the distance at which observations of variables were correlated was small.
Guldin et al. (in press) reported estimates of the effects of perturbing/swapping
on maps of cubic foot volume per acre for
Connecticut, constructed using a multiple
linear regression model. Volume per acre
observations were obtained from FIA plot
data, and independent variables included
variables derived from 30-m Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM) imagery, road densities, and geographic plot locations. The
quality of fit for the multiple linear regression model was R2 ⫽ 0.43 when using data
for both exact and perturbed/swapped plot
locations. These results are consistent with
the Coulston et al. (in press) study that
found fewer discernible differences when the
quality of fit of the model to the data was
moderate or poor.
McRoberts and Holden (in press) estimated the effects of perturbing plot locations on model-based small area estimates of
proportion of forest area. A logistic regresJournal of Forestry • September 2005
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Figure 2. Correlations for extreme case scenario and empirical estimates.

sion model was developed using observations of proportion of forest area for the
24-ft (7.32-m) radius FIA subplots and
spectral values of 30-m TM imagery. The
model was used to predict the probability of
forest for each pixel in three circular study
areas of radius 9.3 mi (15 km) in Minnesota.
Within each study area, design- and modelbased estimates of mean proportion forest
area were calculated for circular AOIs with
radii ranging from 0.6 mi (1.0 km) to 9.3 mi
(15.0 km) and centered at the study area
centers. In nearly all instances, the modelbased estimates using data for exact plot locations were within two design-based standard errors of the design-based estimates.
For comparison purposes, the locations of
all plots were randomly perturbed within a
circular area of radius 0.5 mi (0.8 km). Each
subplot was then associated with the pixel
containing the perturbed subplot center, the
model was recalibrated, pixel predictions
were recalculated, and AOI estimates were
recalculated. This procedure was repeated
10 times. Although the bias in model-based
estimates based on perturbed plot locations
was not severe, it was consistent and was not
dependent on the size of the AOIs.
In summary, the effects of perturbing/
swapping plot locations on model-based estimation are quite different than the effects
on design-based estimation. For modelbased estimation, the relevant factors are the
278
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size of the unit from which the independent
variables are obtained relative to the spatial
correlation of both the dependent and the
independent variables. The relative effects of
the approach to prediction (e.g., regression,
kriging, etc.) still are undetermined.

Circumventing the Negative
Effects of Perturbing/Swapping
For situations in which the effects of
perturbed/swapped plot locations are unacceptable, the FIA program is developing alternatives. First, users may seek assistance
from the FIA Spatial Data Services (SDS)
centers. These centers respond to user requests by integrating FIA plot data with geospatial data, checking for compliance with
policy, and returning integrated data sets or
summaries. Services include summarizing
FIA plot data by classification category for
geographic information systems layers provided by users, attaching spectral values of
satellite imagery to FIA plot data, and hosting users whose plot location requirements
can not otherwise be satisfied.
Increasingly, users seek FIA plot data
for use in training or evaluating the accuracy
of classifiers of satellite imagery. If the pixel
resolution is substantially greater than the
perturbing radius, then there are few difficulties. However, for moderate resolution
imagery such as 250-m MODIS and 30-m
TM the pixel resolution is much less than

the perturbing radius. If the combination of
spectral values for the pixel associated with a
plot is unique within the TM scene, then the
plot may be located to within the pixel resolution by searching the satellite image for
that particular combination of spectral values. The probability of locating the plot in
the scene is greater when the values of more
spectral bands are used. If imagery for a single date of TM imagery is used, values for six
spectral bands are available; if imagery for
two dates is used, values for 12 spectral
bands are available; and if imagery for three
dates is used, values for 18 spectral bands is
available. Recent investigations indicate that
when only one or two dates of imagery are
used, the probability of locating plots is
small, but with three dates, the probability is
unacceptably large. Expanding a study by
Liknes et al. (2005), McRoberts and Holden
(2005) found that by adding a randomly selected integer between ⫺5 and ⫹ 5 to each
spectral value of the three dates of TM imagery, the probability of locating the plot
was negligible, whereas the logistic regression model-based estimates of proportion
forest area based on exact and perturbed
spectral values were nearly indistinguishable.
Finally, a prototyping effort (McRoberts and Miles 2005) is underway to construct unbiased, moderate resolution, model-based maps of forest attributes and make
them available via the Internet. The objective is for users to be able to submit polygons
representing their AOIs and receive in return model-based means, totals, and respective variance estimates. The challenge will be
to develop techniques that produce maps
that are sufficiently unbiased at appropriate
spatial resolutions and to develop Internet
client-server interfaces that are fast enough
to accommodate users.

Summary
The cumulative results of studies of the
effects of perturbing/swapping on bias indicate that for design-based estimation, the
relevant factors are the size of the AOI and
the spatial correlation of the variable of interest. For most forest attributes, the effects
of perturbing/swapping are negligible for
circular AOIs of radii greater than approximately 20 mi (32 km). For model-based estimation, the relevant factors are the size of
the sampling unit on which the independent
variable is observed and the spatial correlation for both the dependent and the independent variables. The results of empirical

studies of the effects of perturbing/swapping
on model-based estimates are mixed. One
study using a kriging approach to estimation
reported no negative effects. Two studies using regression approaches found unacceptable effects when independent variables were
observed on sampling units of the approximate size of 30-m TM pixels, although the
results of a third study that used TM imagery with other independent variables found
no effects.
When the effects of perturbing/swapping are unacceptable, the FIA program provides users access to the SDS centers. In addition, the program is investigating methods
for matching plot data with satellite imagery
while still complying with policy.
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